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There is always plenty of fun to be had in our restaurants. Whether it’s tequila and 
sombreros at Mejico, groups of friends sharing incredible dishes at INDU or a night 
out sipping sake and listing to rock music at Kid Kyoto. But when it comes to 
craftsmanship our chefs take their trade seriously. The flavours may vary but the 
philosophy of all our restaurants is the same. Use the very best ingredients and bring 
each dish the life through precise techniques, creative flair and of course, a whole lot 
of love.  
 
A brand that shares this passion for its own craft is Young Henrys. Beloved by 
Sydneysiders and beer lovers around the world they sure know how to make quality 
beverages and have fun while they do it. 
 
Most people know Young Henrys for their beer but they also make damn good gin. In 
fact, their Noble Cut Gin landed a Gold Medal at San Fransisco’s World Spirit 
Awards last year. It also won double gold at the international spirits SIP awards this 
year). Since we know you love gin as much as we do we decided to collaborate with 
Young Henry’s and create a special gin inspired by our restaurants.  
 
To tell us more about this exciting partnership we caught up with Young Henrys 
Head Distiller Carla Daunton for a cheeky gin & tonic and a chat.  
 
 



Hey Carla, great to meet you. How long have you been at Young Henrys and 
what does a dream job like Head Distiller entail?  
 
I’ve been at Young Henrys for nearly 4 years now and the head distiller for 11 
months, it’s been a wild ride.  I started as a brewer then took over distilling a couple 
of years ago before shifting to head distiller full time. This is an absolute dream job 
and I get to craft individual batches of our rad gin each week. I also take care of our 
barrels and am always exploring fun new concepts and ideas like the gin we’ve 
created with you. 
 
What makes Young Henrys gin different to other gins out there? 
Noble Cut is an approachable new world gin that has a lovely complexity with 
something in there for everyone. Our gin contains juniper, angelica root, lemon 
myrtle, lemon peel, pepper berry and enigma hop flowers. We use the enigma hop 
flowers as both a nod to our brewing roots and to impart a wonderful hoppy flavour 
and aroma as well as native ingredients pepperberry and lemon myrtle which give a 
delicious spicy sweetness and zesty citrusy finish.  The juniper is well balanced with 
the other botanicals allowing a pleasant and exciting drinking experience.  This bright 
spirit lends itself wonderfully to a gin and tonic with a twist of grapefruit and thyme or 
in a cocktail. I personally have it on the rocks.  
 

 
 
What’s the flavour profile of the Sam Prince Hospitality Group gin you’ve 
created? 
We took our classic Noble Cut and gave it an interesting new spin. We added a fresh 
strawberry essence made in house and added butterfly pea blossoms.  The 
additions give a wonderful strawberry sweetness both on the nose and palette that 
meld wonderfully with the other components of the Noble Cut while the butterfly pea 



gives a gorgeous purple hue with a fun surprise when you mix with tonic.  This is a 
lovely gin that is exceptionally well balanced and downright delicious. 
 
What the heck is Butterfly pea? Have any insects been harmed in the 
production of this spirit? 
It’s a lovely flower! It’s a perennial plant native to Asia that is used in a wide range of 
cuisines and in traditional medicines, it’s very often brewed as tea. 
 
What kind of dishes do you think would pair well with this particular gin? 
I think spicy, herbaceous dishes would pair very well with this gin in particular, at 
least that’s how I’ll be having it! 
 
Gin is so popular in all our venues, especially INDU. We do a monthly Gin & 
Jazz event, actually, we’re partnering with Young Henry’s during lockdown for 
a virtual version that was really cool. Why do you think gin’s so popular right 
now? 
It packs a lot of flavour in a bright spirit that can be made into really fun cocktails as 
well as enjoyable on its own or with a splash of tonic or soda.  That versatility is 
really enticing especially when coming into the warmer months. 
 
What’s your favourite gin cocktail of all time and why? 
Apart from the classic G&T then it has to be a gimlet, I like to keep it simple! 

 


